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Sex differences in intellectual functioning:

1. Verbal ability - girls excel pre-school, early school
   - beginning 7 girls do no consistent shift
2. Learn to count faster - gradually boys accelerate, outstrip
3. Spatial ability - begin on a par, boys outstrip
4. Creativity confusion
5. Girls get better grades in school.

For both sexes there is a tendency for the more passive-dependent children to perform poorly on a variety of intellectual tasks, and for independent children to excel...

37. Mothers who were less militant toward daughers during pre-school years had the more academically successful daughters.
   
   For girls, by contrast (with boys) the crucial factor in the development of I.Q. appears to be relative freedom from maternal restriction — freedom to explore.

40. Notes with supplementation that female Ph.D.'s in academic posts publish less.

41. Difference in verbal ability because spend more time with adults?

43. Numerous studies: girls are more conforming, more susceptible, and more dependent upon the opinion of others than boys.